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Secure Extended MAC Header Type II
Introduction
The Extended MAC header type II was accepted in the 16j baseline document [1]. The MAC management
messages are sent without encryption between MR-BS and RS. A rogue RS could read these messages and
could send a false response. For example, it could send NAK instead of ACK (using Extended MAC Header
Type II), and distort the information relevant to the procedure in MR-BS. As the MAC headers are not
authenticated, a malicious user could also send a wrong BR header using Extended MAC header type II,
causing deprivation of bandwidth in the system for the legitimate users. This contribution proposes a simple
secured Extended MAC header type II for relay links.
A MAC header has 8-bit mandatory Authenticated Header Check Sum (A-HCS) field. Currently, the checksum
is computed as the residue of the generator polynomial (D8+D2+D+1). We propose that instead of computing
the checksum as the standard residue, we compute the checksum using the message authentication code as
mentioned below:
A-HCS = CMAC( CMAC_KEY_U⊗counter, 5-byte-checksum) mod (D8+D2+D+1)
A-HCS = HMAC( HMAC_KEY_U⊗counter, 5-byte-checksum) mod (D8+D2+D+1)
The operations in the above equations are described in the spec changes sections. In this way, the ACK header
has error and integrity protection at the same time. The purpose of the counter is to ensure that even though the
A-HCS is only 8 bits long, it’s harder for the attacker to find a HCS collision and replay the message for
bandwidth request.

Specific Text change
[Insert the following text after the first para in 6.3.2.1.2.2.2:]
This type of MAC header has 8-bit mandatory Authenticated Header Check Sum (A-HCS) field for providing
error and integrity protection. A-HCS is computed using the message authentication code as mentioned below:
A-HCS = CMAC( CMAC_KEY_U⊗counter, 5-byte-checksum) mod (D8+D2+D+1)
A-HCS = HMAC( HMAC_KEY_U⊗counter, 5-byte-checksum) mod (D8+D2+D+1)
Where CMAC/HMAC_KEY_U is the CMAC/HMAC key that the RS has generated during key exchange and
counter is a monotonically increasing number, which is of the same bit-length of CMAC/HMAC_KEY_U and ⊗
indicates the XOR operation.
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[Change only the HCS field in Figure XX to A-HCS:]

Extended
Type (3)

Header Content MSB

Header Content (16)

A-HCS (8)

Header Content LSB

Figure XX Extended MAC Signaling Header Type II Format
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